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A P E X GLOBAL WIRELESS Bad Credit No Contract Mobile Phone Monthly Plan No Credit
Check, No Deposit

Bad credit no contract mobile phone, monthly talk, text, data plans provides hope for all with bad credit
rating. With this organization the customers can get cell phone easily without paying security deposit and
service is on a name brand network

June 21, 2009 - PRLog -- Are you like the millions of other Americas who made a goal this year to reduce
household monthly expenses by eliminating either a residential landline telephone or cellular phone?

In order to meet your goal to reduce expenses you eliminated your cell phone service but quickly found out
that your active lifestyle, family commitments, business needs and helping friends simply would not allow
you to do without a cell phone.

So to meet your goal you decided to go with one of those cell phone service providers that make promises
of unlimited talk, text, picture mail for a low monthly flat fee to only find out 

•  Coverage area is bad, 
•  You are being billed for roaming charges because you made a few calls outside their "Nationwide
Coverage Area"' Plus…
•  You found out couldn't use the phone everywhere you need to, 
•  You can never seem to complete a conversation because the calls kept dropping, 
•  You missed out on the important business call or job opportunity
•  You missed calls from a close friend or relatives so many times you just want to throw your cell phone
out a window!

Even though the cell phone service provider that promised the unlimited coverage and unlimited service
didn't live to their promises you are determined to meet your goal of reducing household expenses…good
for you!

But wait! On top of the bad unlimited service you have chosen…now you find out after going back to your
former name brand cellular provider that your credit score has dropped and you now need a large security
deposit to restore service with them…as if you didn't have enough problems to deal with…

We know this situation all to well…we hear it from proud hard working Americans each and everyday

Americans who are asking these questions:

•  Are there any cell phone companies who offers cell phones to people with bad credit and do not require a
credit check or security deposit?
•  Can I get a cell phone without a contract or credit check that's not a pay as you go phone,  BOOST, Metro
PCS, Cricket, Virgin Mobile or anyone like them?
•  How can I get a Free cell phone with no credit check if I have damaged credit because I filled
bankruptcy?
•  Have you heard of any companies that actually offer a no contract, postpaid cell phone monthly plan
where I don't have to pay a major deposit or need a credit card to make payment?
•  Is there any way to get the major cell phone companies to waive the deposit if you have no credit or
really bad credit?
•  Does anyone know of anyway around those stupid daily access fees charged by the prepaid cell phone
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services…they seem to charge on days I don’t use my phone and the fees are eating up my minutes for the
days I need to use it!

Besides reading the questions above and more like them on numerous, blogs, forums, ask.com,
yahooanswers.com, Googledocs.com, twitter.com, leapfish.com etc…we've also heard the sometimes harsh
reality answers to these questions as well. Which we can imagine can leave a person in a state of despair
that will lead us to ask the question What am I going to do now?

Well, at the end of the day that's the question we asked ourselves.  

What are we going to do to help Americans who work hard but…?

•  Have bad credit for many reasons, mostly situations beyond their control, divorce, separation, job loss
leading to credit card debt charge offs, bankruptcy, repossession, foreclosure, etc...
•  Have applied for cell phone service with the major brands to be told they have to pay a 300, 400, 800,
1000+ security deposit
•  Have tried the unlimited cell phone services to find out the service just doesn't' work for their specific
needs

Here's our answer…If the service that’s needed does not exist…Then we will have to create it and We did
for the thousands of Americans that need and want the service

Welcome America to A P E X GLOBAL WIRELESS

Haven't heard of us yet….You Will…We are...

The most innovative and rapidly growing No Credit Check cellular phone equipment and monthly cellular
service plan provider in the nation.

We Are Here For You and our business is founded on allowing every customer regardless of past credit
history to have cellular service that's developed with rates and service features typical of postpaid contract
service programs without the contract and deposits plus no hidden or extra fees of any kind.  We believe
this creates customer loyalty 

“We Realize Bad Credit DOES NOT EQUAL Bad People”

•  We exist because our Families, Friends and Communities deserve to have what we need and want
regardless of past or present problems with credit.  
•  Furthermore, you deserve to be treated honestly, fairly, with respect and given a product that is current,
useful, flexible and will service your specific needs.  
•  Our company is about family, community and assisting those who need credit help.

We succeeded where other MVNO companies have failed. We've maintained the strongest alliances with
the major name brand wireless carriers.  

With the Best and Our Most Popular Services we offer Operates on Americans Largest and Most Reliable
3G Network.

Haven't Started with us yet…Start Today, No Credit Check Guaranteed
NO DEPOSIT – NO CONTRACTS
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As you know up till now these offers were just unheard of… So, find out more about how to get premium
quality cell phones, nationwide coverage with no credit check with 

A P E X GLOBAL WIRELESS     WWW.APEXGLOBALWIRELESS.COM

# # #

Apex Global Wireless is a Leader and Innovator in the Mobile Wireless Industry. 

Our business is founded on allowing every customer regardless of credit worthiness to have cellular service
that's developed with rates and service features typical of postpaid service programs with no hidden or extra
fees of any kind. We believe this creates customer loyalty 

Our specialty is no credit check cell phone service, no contract calling plans and
no security deposit required for your on the go mobile communications needs. Featuring a wide variety of
cellular services and products Powered by the Nations most Reliable Network Verizon Wireless. We will
have you talking in no time by providing the phone and calling plan that works best for your life

--- End ---
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